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So what action can you take? In what ways should you clean your Renault so as to make sure it
doesn't end up damaged and so that all dirt and grime is removed? It's a hard question to answer.

Well let's go through some of the major guidelines for looking after your Renault, courtesy of
www.centralcontracts.com, and then you can make up your mind about which is the most suitable
option.

1) Avoid automatic car washes. These types of car wash are not designed to effectively or safely
clean your car in any way but instead they are designed to allow as many vehicles to pass through
in the shortest time possible. It's all about money. You should also know that the rollers could
possibly inflict damage to your car by tearing off pieces of trim, ruining radio aerials, wing mirrors
and spoilers. So it could be a good idea to consider another cleaning method.

2) What about a manual car wash? A hand car wash may offer a more thorough job than automated
car washes but unfortunately they have their downsides too. Manual car washes, much like an
automatic car wash are not intended to safely clean your car and achieve the best quality results.
Also if you choose to clean your Renault yourself you aren't likely to have the skills to clean it to a
professional standard and are probably just as likely to scratch it.

3) You should use a quality valet service. If you visit your local Renault dealer they most probably
will have their own valet service if so it would be a good idea to make use of it. If not, they could
have connections to a valet service or may be able to help you to find a reputable service to use.
Ideally you would use a service company that specialises in Renault cleaning but these are usually
hard to find. Therefore you might have to settle for a general valet service.

4) What can you expect? The various car cleaning services that are provided include leather
treatment, upholstery and fabric cleaning, full hand wash and vacuum cleaning, interior detailing and
shampoo, engine cleaning, dent removal, polishing, paint protection, window tinting, windshield
repair and rust proofing. Knowing which services are available to you means that you can make
informed requests and it ensures that you get what you paid for. Actually, clients that have signed a
Renault leasing deal from www.centralcontracts.com have said they regularly use such a service.

5) Shop around before making a commitment. You need to talk to a couple of valet firms so that you
can scrutinise their charges and services and settle on the company that offers the most. It is really
important to do this as you want to get a great experience from your Renault, so it is important to get
your money's worth.

Making good use of car cleaning services will make sure that your car is maintained in great
condition and that you travel in luxury and comfort, which is just what you expect if you have just
taken out a Renault leasing deal.
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a Renault leasing - First and foremost, writing is something I have always shown a natural flair for
and I have been quick to gain as much writing experience as I can. I have proved myself to be
proficient at writing in a range of online formats as well as in crafting creative and engaging copy. I
also work closely with technical and administrative teams as part of my role.
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